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• Highly autonomous leadership role
• Transition to leading edge operations
• Competitive remuneration package offered

The South Burnett region is uniquely positioned to offer lifestyle and employment opportunities 
that other regions can only envy. The region covers a geographical area of approximately 
8,400km2 and is home to 32,500 people. Natural surrounds and rolling landscape give the region 
a relaxed atmosphere. An array of services, retail and events can be found across the region, 
along with high-quality educational, medical and recreational facilities. All this while being 
tantalisingly close to Brisbane and the Sunshine Coast.
Reporting to the Manager Works, you will provide leadership and direction to the Works Branch 
to promote and deliver high quality outcomes to the community and to contribute to the corporate 
governance and strategic planning of Council. Specifically, you will oversee all aspects of 
maintenance program development and implementation across the transport asset portfolio, lead 
the development of multiple programs including preparing plans, delivering effective and efficient 
scoping and scheduling, establishing appropriate governance, identifying, allocating and 
managing resources, and meeting reporting requirements to ensure outcomes are achieved.

To be successful in this role, you demonstrate high levels of leadership and strategic 
management experience in multi-discipline medium-sized organisations in the areas of civil 
construction. You enjoy building and developing high performing teams, focus on continuous 
improvement and are committed to leading edge technology programs that will modernise and 
take the works systems and processes to the next level.

Ideally you bring experience as a Works Manager or Coordinator gained in Local Government, a 
Degree in Civil Engineering or extensive experience, and a solution focussed approach to 
delivering services for the community.

To find out more about the opportunity and application process, obtain a comprehensive 
Candidate Information Pack - visit mcarthur.com.au and enter 145696 in the job search function.

For a confidential discussion, call Julie Barr on (07) 3211 9700. 
Applications close COB 29 May 2023.
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